


Brand Collaboration Workshop



1. What are the benefits of brand collaboration?

2. What kind of partners to work with?

3. How to build a lasting relationship

4. Top tips

Brand Collaboration Workshop



Broaden your 
expertise and 

offer

The benefits of brand collaboration

Reach a 
wider 

audience

Two heads 
are better 
than one

Give your 
customers 

something new



The benefits of brand collaboration

York Mumbler and Yourmove
Offering parents in York tips and advice for selling 
and moving house and the unique benefits of each 

area of the city. 

Bettys and Emily Sutton
Local artist Emily Sutton created 
illustrations for Bettys to evoke 

memories of traditional activities such 
as enjoying an afternoon tea whilst 

people watching from the grand 
tearoom setting.

York Gin and Mad Alice
Mad Alice offers a gin tasting tour 

which tells the stories of York’s famous 
outlaws as well as a taste of the award 

winning Outlaw by York Gin.



What’s in it 
for both of 

you?

Who to work with?

Joint goals 
and values

Added value 
for your 
customers

Good 
communication 

and brain 
storming



Who to work with?

Rudgate and York Cocoa House
Rudgate brewery worked closely with York Cocoa 
House to create to perfect York Chocolate Stout. 
A sweet bend of local ingredients and know how. The Hilt and Yuzu Street Food

The Hilt offer Yuzu a valuable base 
to operate from.Yuzu provide The 

Hilt customers with a unique, flavour 
packed menu to round off their axe 

throwing experience. 

National Trust and Gerard Hobson
Gerard Hobson created a family friendly 

exhibition in the grounds of Beningbrough hall 
to draw people onto site. He also delivered 
workshops and sold products through their 

retail shop 



Learn

How to build a lasting relationship?

Equal 
input

Friendship Support 
for each 
other



Brand Story Workshop

1. Think about what extra value you could offer your 
customers and what expertise you need to do this.

2. Consider the partnership from both sides, what are 
you both getting out of this?

3. Have fun and learn from a fellow entrepreneur! 



Thanks!

Holly Davies

07544 281036
hello@yorkshirebrandstories.co.uk

Any 
Questions?


